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Introduction  
   The quantization and sampling accuracy requirements for an analog to digital converter (ADC) in an MR scanner are analyzed. In 
particular, we develop an equation detailing the impact of sampling jitter when direct sampling high field MR signals. 
   Direct sampling of the MR signal, rather than a lower intermediate frequency, allows for simpler receiver architecture. However phase 
noise due to sampling jitter increases with the MR resonance frequency. Here we show that readily available ADC’s should be useable 
in a direct sampling manner up to 7T, without impacting image quality. 
 
Theory 
   Consider the two types of ADC noise. The first is the additive noise due to quantization errors during the sampling, and the second is 
multiplicative noise due to jitter in the ADC sample timing. Both types of noise are assumed to be wide band (white) noise, uncorrelated 
with each other [1,2,3]. For the following, assume that the maximum input amplitude is unity, which also corresponds to full scale on the 
ADC. 
   Jitter noise is a type of phase noise, as it introduces a phase error into the sampling of any given frequency component. If ε is the 
(always assumed to be very small) error in the sampling time, then phase error, for a frequency component, fm, is given by 
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A phase noise corrupted frequency component can be written as 
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which shows the multiplicative nature of phase noise. 
   Typically oversampling is used in MR digital receivers. Let M denote the ratio between sampling domain and image domain 
bandwidths. If the downsampling of the narrow-band signal is performed with band-pass filtering, the SNR is increased by √M [1] 
   Let N be the number of elements in our 2D or 3D image. Now if an object in the image domain occupies R of the N image elements, 
then it will occupy approximately N/R elements in the time domain. Transforming a unity signal from the time to the image domain 
increases the signal level to N/R. 
   Transforming the quantization noise from the time to the image domain increases this noise term by √N. 
   For multiplicative noise the noise level in the image domain depends on the “energy” of the signal in the time domain. Define  
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where s(t) is the time signal; and K ~= N/R. For the multiplicative noise, transforming from the time to the image domain increases this 
noise term by √K. 
   In fMRI multiple pixels are combined. One problem with multiplicative noise is that it is coherent in the image domain. If Q represents 
the number of summed image elements. Then, for additive noise, the summing increases this noise term by √Q. The multiplicative 
noise term is, however, increased by Q, which is the same as the signal increase. 
   Denote the standard deviation of the sampling and jitter time domain noise by ns and nj, respectively. For a (B+1) bit ADC 
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where tj is the RMS time domain jitter, and fc is the carrier frequency. 
   Combining the noise and the signal terms, the time and image domain SNR’s are respectively 
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Results 
   Assume an 80 MSPS, 16-bit ADC, with 600fs RMS jitter; with the object occupying 80% of the image elements; a 256kHz image 
bandwidth, 300MHz carrier frequency, and an image matrix of 512x512x256. Then the resulting time domain SNR just after digitization 
is 840; and the image domain SNR is 306 - assuming that no bits are discarded during the digital processing. 
 
Discussion 
   The above result, using a very aggressive protocol and readily achievable ADC parameters, indicates that direct sampling should be 
practical without impacting image quality even up to 7T.  
   The implication is that IF stages are not essential for high field MR receivers. 
. 
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